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This is ,the first of a series of news-sheets which it is our
intention to issue to all photographic clubs and societies.
The series will cover a wide range of photographic subjects
and will be of a practical nature. It is hoped to be able to
employ the fundamental principles of photography and the
more recent investigations in such a way that their practical
applications may be made available to all photographers.
There should thus be something of use and interest in every
issue. We believe that this innovation will be welcomed
by all serious amateurs.
ILFORD LIMITED

)'ly Adviee to Photographers

or the photography of china, furniture or
coloured specimens, then the Gamma
filter must be used if correct tone rendering is required and a suitable contrast
filter for emphasis or suppression of any of
the colours. Many workers use various
filters and swear by them, but generally
all this "tying up" to special emulsions
or special filters means that the worker
has learned how to use them to get the
results he wants, and though other combinations might give even better results or
control, he is either too conservative or has
too little time to make any changes. It is
quite a mistake to suppose that the fastest
film is necessarily the best for any other
conditions save those in which the highest
speed is necessary.

EXPOSURE
B y Dr. Ola/ Bloch

Exposure is the really critical point in
all photographic work. It must always be
adequate, and should be on the generous
Many amateurs employ only one kind
side.
Under-exposure can never be
of film or plate, and whilst there is much
rectified by any kind of processing, so that
to be said for this on the score of simyou must not be deluded by all sorts of
plicity it is doubtful if the very best results
queer development tricks which are
are to be obtained in this way. If I were
recommended for under-exposure. If the
restricted to one film or plate only, I
plate has not registered a tone, no amount
should use Selo Fine Grain Panchromatic
of trick work will produce what is not
film or the Ilford Soft Gradation Panthere. Even the conjurer cannot really do
chromatic plate. If you are working in
this, he only deceives you, and the
bright sunny weather amongst the
photographic conjurers are no better !
mountains or at the seaside you cerMost modern emulsions are so good that
tainly do not need top speed material,
it is possible to be very generous without
since, other things being equal, this is
spoiling
the negative, and generosity in
necessarily coarser grained than plates or
exposure is essential if soft negatives full
films of medium speed. On the other
of detail are required. Literally correct
hand, if you are going to do indoor or
exposure is only called for under special
snapshot work, the weather is dull, or if
conditions such as colour photography,
you are likely to be in a town where lightand in the photography of snow, where a
ing conditions are quite uncertain, it is
'full exposure tends to ruin the delicate
better to load up with a top speed emultones required.
sion, either Selo Hypersensitive PanchroThere are dozens of exposure meters
matic film or Ilford Hypersensitive Panupon
the market-cards giving factors,
chromatic plates.
which as in the case of the Selo card, are
extremely easy to use if you have a knowOlaf Bloch, LL.D. (H on. ), F.R.P.S.,
ledge of simple addition ! There are exPANCHROMATIC MATERIALS Chief Chemiu, I/ford Limited.
tinction meters, and photo-electric cell
FILTERS
On the whole panchromatic materials
meters. Whichever type is used, experiare more generally useful than any other
As far as filters are concerned, two ence in its use is necessary, so that suitkind, because one is often taking a variety filters should satisfy most requirements. able allowances can be made for the meter
of subjects, and may require the better The Alpha for all round work, and a readings taken in those variations in the
rendering which they frequently give. It deeper one for strong cloud or sky render- lighting conditions for which no meter
is true that for some classes of work the ing without too much falsification of the can adequately account.
advantage is negligible, but if one is out foreground, preferably the Delta filter in
The photo-electric meter is particufor a mixed pack, panchromatic materials this case. When it comes to special work larly interesting, because it gives readings
are the ones to use.
such as copying from coloured originals of the actual light intensity, and enables
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one to make comparisons, and keep
records, but it is useless to follow any
exposure meter readings blindly, and it
will be found that allowances have often
to be made, either on account of the light,
the subject, or the type of negative you
wish to secure.
When taking photographs you will
frequently come across subjects with a
very long range of tones, and most
modern negative materials can deal with
these satisfactorily, except in such extreme cases as those in which brilliant
sunshine on white objects and extremely
dark shadows, form the two opposite
ends of the scale of tones. As usual
generous exposure and development to a
low contrast in a fairly slow working
developer will do all that is necessary.
The slow working developer has the great
advantage that it gives you ample time in
which to control operations. Such a
negative with a paper suitably chosen as
to its density range and surface, will yield
excellent enlargements. It is important
that the enlarger should be of good optical
quality, it should not be of the condenser
type, and the lens should give a flat evenly
illuminated field. Given all this you have
it within your power to make the most of
your negatives. There must be a reasonably correct relationship between the
range of tones in the original, the negative
and the print to secure the best results.
The best and most expensive of cameras
and lenses, whole armaments of gadgets,
including exposure meters, fancy developing formulre and a variety of paper tints
and surfaces will avail you nothing, and,
in fact, will be a positive hindrance unless
the fundamentals of photographic reproduction are properly understood and
applied.

APPRECIATION OF SELO H.P.2

18th Oct., 1938
Dear Sirs,
I have just returned from a
three months' trip through
Czechoslovakia, Rumania and
Hungary, during which I took
some 1,500 p h otographs. I used
a Leica camera and your new
H.P.2 film , and should like you
to know that I found the new
film most satisfactory in every
way. It has astonishing speed
and, at the same time, very fine
grain-a rare and useful combination.
I am most pleased with Selo
H.P.2 film and shall certainly
continue to use it.
Yours sincerely,
J. ALLAN CASH, A.R.P.S.

SPEED, CONTRAST AND
TIME OF DEVELOPMENT
Many amateurs find it difficult to distinguish between speed and contrast
in a negative material yet there is really no need for any confusion on this
point if one cares to study the series of changes which take place when a film
is developed, and a little consideration given to this part of the photographic
process will be found well worth while by all those who take this work seriously and who wish to become masters of photographic technique.

DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT
When an exposed film is put into a
developer the highlights-or most heavily
exposed parts of the negative-appear
almost at once, next the middle tones
appear, and finally the shadow detail or
least exposed parts. If the film be taken
out of the developer at this stage a thin
negative of soft gradation will be obtained.
If, however, development be continued
further, every tone will gain in density,
but the highlights and middle tones will
gain more rapidly than the shadows,
which means that the negative will increase in contrast as well as density. If
neither the emulsion nor the developer
contained soluble bromide, no sensible
increase in shadow detail would be noticeable on continuing development but in
practice all modern emulsions and most
developers ·do contain bromide and the
result is that on increasing development
shadow detail not apparent on short
development appears, that is to say the
effective speed of the emulsion increases.
Lengthening the time of development can,
therefore, be said to increase both the
speed and the contrast of the film but
there is a limit to which this can be
carried. After a certain time in the
developer, no further shadow detail will
appear and the fi~m _has. reache~ the
maximum speed which lt will reach m the
particular developer used. The effective
speed varies in different developers and
generally the more active the developer
the greater the speed which the film will
attain. For instance with a weak developer
such as paraphenylene diamine most
films reach an effective speed of less than
half that possible with a powerful M.Q.
developer.

CONTROLLING CONTRAST
The contrast behaves in much the
same way, and after a time the fi1:m
reaches its highest contrast, known as its
maximum gamma. Usually spee~ and
contrast increase together, but this relationship varies wi~ different em~sio!ls.
Fog and graininess mcrease also w1~ mcreasing time of development. It will be
seen, that if the highest effective speed of
an emulsion must be used, development
should be carried as far as possible without

fog becoming too serious, but it must be
understood that the resulting negative
will be hard and tend to be grainy. In
dealing with a seriously underexposed
negative the only way to save it is to carry
development to this point and to put up
with the grain and the hard negative. This
is in fact what is done by Press photographers when circumstances force them
to take pictures under conditions when
they cannot avoid under-exposure.

MODERN MATERIALS
With modern wide aperture lenses and
all the aids to exposure available, the
photographer who concerns himself only
with normal subjects should not obtain
under-exposed results. It is nearly always
possible to give enough exposure to make
it unnecessary to extract the last ounce of
speed from the emulsion. This should be
avoided when possible because a hard and
grainy result is the last thing the photographer wants. A distinction must now
be drawn between the various types of
film available. It is true that with the
super speed films specially prepared for
the miniature camera user such as the
Selo H.P .2, the contrast obtained if
development be carried to the point of
absolute maximum speed will not be so
great that it is impossible to obtain a print.
With such an emulsion maximum speed
can be used, although of course the result
will be grainier than if a shorter development had been given. With the slower,
finer grained films it is very unwise to
use the maximum speed, because if
development be continued to this point
the negative will be too hard to print,
although the graininess may still not be
excessive. The harder film which readily
gives contrast and density, in practice
works slower than the film of softer
gradation, because the fon11,er film cannot
be developed far enough to attain its
greatest speed without obtaining a uselessly hard negative. This effect of contrast on speed is taken some account of in
the exposure data issued by manufacturers for their various products. In practice the speed of two films which differ
considerably in contrast cannot be compared at the same time of development.
If a comparison in working speed is to be
made the films should be developed to the
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same contrast. This · means that the
medium speed harder film should be
given a shoner development than the fast

Chiefly for Secretaries

We are glad to announce that arrangements have been made for Mr. J. Allan
Cash, A.R.P.S., and Mr. James Neil to
DEVELOPMENT AND GAMMA lecture
on our behalf on Miniature
Workers differ somewhat in the type matters.
Mr. Cash's lecture entitled
of negative they require, but for miniature "Through Central Europe and the
work a negative of medium contrast, of Balkans with a Miniature" is a story of a
gamma of O.'f, to o.8, is usually considered three months' tour through Czechodesirable. A careful worker should aim at slovakia, Rournania and Hungary. It is a
developing all his negatives to the same lantern lecture and, whilst chiefly of incontrast except, possibly, in cases where terest from its travel aspect, will show
special effects are required. It is not easy what a miniature camera with the right
tomeasurethe gamma ofa negativewithout material can do.
special apparatus, but fortunately it is not
For the present Mr. Cash's lecture is
necessary because most of the manufac- restricted to Societies within fifty miles of
turers publish time-gamma curves of their London.
miniature camera films . An example of
Mr. Neil's lecture will be confined to
one of these curves is reproduced below. Scotland for the moment and Scottish
By referring to this diagram it is easy to Clubs should make early application for
find the correct time of development for his services. The title of his lecture is
the gamma desired. It should be noted, "Going Miniature." This lecture also
however, that the curve relates to fresh will be illustrated by slides and we are
developer, highly agitated, and at a stand- confident that it will prove a very popular
ard temperature of 65 °F. The degree of lecture.
agitation used in a testing laboratory is
greater than the treatment given in an PORTRAITURE BY ARTIFICIAL
ordinary film tank, this being necessary to
LIGHT
ensure reproducibility of results.
Midland Societies have the opportunity

beginners, because even the expert can
pick up a tip or two from the technical
literature issued by the manufacturers. A
few very popular booklets issued gratis by
Ilford Limited are as follows and any
quantity you can use will be sent carriage
paid:Popular Panchromatism.
Miniature Photography with Selo
Films.
Lantern Slides and Transparencies.
Winter and Night Photography.

soft film.

DEVELOPERS
In practical work, however, such a
high degree of accuracy is not necessary
and a simple rule for ordinary tank
development with normal agitation is to
increase the time indicated on the graph
by 25%, having first adjusted the temperature to as near 65 °F. as possible.
20 oz. of developer of the l.D.II or D.76
or M.C.M.100 type will develop 4
lengths ofLeica film. To allow for the exhaustion of the developer, an extra
minute should be added to the development time for each succeeding film after
the first.

PLASTIKA
"The demand for Plastika increases
daily." This new paper "stands out" in
front of any other printing medium-a
quality which leading Exhibitors have
quickly realized. Already many successes
have been achieved with this new paper
which it is safe to forecast will quickly
become the Exhibitors' first choice.
See that Plastika is brought to the
notice of your members by including it in
any enlarging demonstration which you
may arrange for your Society. Samples
and literature will be gladly supplied.
Plastika possesses unique qualities and
is matched to modern negative gradation
scales thereby giving an accurate reproduction of every scale in a negative.

of having Mr. Donald Allen, F .R.P.S., to
talk to them about "Portraiture by Artificial Light." Several Societies in the
Midlands have already booked Mr. Allen's
services, but if there are any whose syllabuses are not yet completed and who
would like this lecture we shall be glad
to arrange it.
Send in your application as early as
possible in order to avoid disappointment.

METER SETTINGS
We have issued recently in the form of
a folding card for pocket use a chart giving
the speed figures of all Selo films and the
settings which we recommend for most of
the well-known makes of photo-electric
meters. Secretaries are invited to apply
for copies of the Ilford Meter Settings
card for their members who use photoelectric meters.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE
Keep plenty of instructional booklets
about the Club Room, not only for

TRIAL EXPOSURES
When a developer or film for which a
time-gamma curve is not available is
being used, the correct time of development can be found by trial and error. A
few exposures should be made on the
same subject, under conditions where
there is as little variation in the lighting as
possible. The film is cut into short strips
which are developed for increasing times,
say 5, 7~ , ro and 15 minutes. After fixing
and drying the resulting negatives should
be compared with a standard negative,
which is known to be of the correct contrast. It will be found quite easy in this
way to make an estimate of the time of
development required to give a negative of
the correct contrast. This method of finding the right working conditions can be
applied successfully either for trying out a
new film or a new developer.
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Photographing
the
Buzzard
By Eric }. Hosking,
F.R.P.5., M.B.0.U.

There are few who are wholly insensitive to contact with nature, and even
the most everyday country scenes are a
source of pleasure to a large number of
people. An element of excitement is
added when it is possible to discover some
creature which the progress of evolution
has rendered a rarity. I was, therefore,
fortunate this year in being able to spend
a certain amount of time in that part of
Wales which is one of the buzzard's
largest remaining strongholds, and in having the opportunity of securing a number
of photographs of this fine bird, which,
owing to the activities of farmers and eggcollectors, appears to be in some danger of
becoming extinct. I knew that there were
several birds in this particular part of the
country, but it required an extensive
search before a nest was found which was
suitably placed for the erection of a hidingplace in the near vicinity, in which the
photographer and the cameras might remain concealed from the birds. The nest
I chose was built near the top of a small
gnarled oak, which stood in a belt of
woodland on one side of a valley. It was
actually only 15 feet from the ground, but
the steep incline of the side of the valley
created the illusion, when I was in my
hiding-place, of considerable height.

BUILDING THE HIDE
It was deemed inadvisable to start the
building of the hide in an adjacent tree
until the chicks had hatched, because the
rarity of the buzzard has had the inevitable but unfortunate effect of making its
eggs Y':lluable to egg-collectors, who would
have been attracted by the unusual sight
of the apparatus fixed on the tree. Indeed
they are so active in this particular part
that it was with some relief that I observed that hatching had taken place. A
few more days were allowed to elapse
before a start was made on my place of
concealment.

SLOW BUT SURE
"Festina lente" should be the motto
of every photographer who tries this type
of work ; it is essential that whilst it is in
progress the birds should not be unduly

by several boys from the village school, I
made my way to the now familiar oak.
The schoolboys assisted me in hauling
the cameras into the hide, and in focussing
upon the nest. They then left me on my
own to watch the buzzards' nest just
twelve feet in front of me. Besides the
assistance which the boys rendered me in
this manner, their departure was an
essential phase of the operations, in that
it would deceive the birds into thinking
that no one was left behind.

EQUIPMENT

The Hide

alarmed, and to ensure this, it is necessary
to remain in the vicinity for as short a
time as possible. The work must, therefore, be done in stages. In this case, for
instance, the first day's efforts consisted
merely of fixing three poles in a triangle on
to three suitably situated trees close to the
nest at the appropriate height from the
ground. This formed the base for a platform afterwards to be nailed on. The
work was undertaken in the evening so
that the dusk in the woods should obscure
the operations as much as possible. The
following evening I contented myself with
fixing the boards which were to form the
platform across the poles. By equally
gradual stages, so as to disturb the landscape as little as possible, wire was nailed
round the area required for the hide, and
branches to act as camouflage were added
to the wire. A covering of hessian was
then fixed under the wire, and finally a
dummy lens-I used the large end of a
ginger beer bottle for this-was left protruding in the direction of the nest. In
order that the birds might then become
thoroughly accustomed to my observation post, I left it undisturbed for three
whole days. At the end of this period I
judged that it would be safe to attempt to
realize my ambitions, and accompanied

I was using a Sanderson ! plate field
camera fixed on the top of a heavy tripod.
An 8.1;-" Serrac lens was fitted in front of a
Luc shutter, and the long release from the
latter was held ready in the right hand.
To obtain as much of the nest in focus as
possible, the swing back of the above
camera was used-this is a great advantage
in bird photography, but unfortunately it
is omitted from the equipment of most
modern cameras. The lens was stopped
down to f /11, and I estimated the exposure to be about a 1 /rnth second as there
was not a good light. Selo Hypersensitive
Panchromatic Films were used in pack
form-another great advantage with this
work, as it is necessary only to pull back
the tab after each exposure to save the
trouble of changing plates or winding the
film on. It was quite easy to hold the
camera release in the right hand, pull the
film pack tab back with the left, and so
secure exposures with the necessary
rapidity to avoid missing any incident of
interest which might be taking place in the
nest. I also included amongst my equipment a spare loaded film pack adapter, so
as to eliminate as much as possible the
waste of time in changing packs.

THE HEN

AR~IVES

..

All this apparatus was ready in position as I lay in my hide close to the nest. I
had fashioned a very small peep-hole just
above the protruding lens, through which
I eagerly peered at my only visible companions in the wood. The two chicks
were alone, and all that I required was the
presence of the hen buzzard, and if I was
particularly fortunate, of the cock bird
as well. An hour went by without any
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sign of either. The two chicks, who were
covered in a soft white down, lay asleep
in the middle of their large nest. Then
without warning the hen buzzard arrived.
Her approach was quite silent, and my
restricted oudook precluded my seeing
her before she reached the nest. She
perched there, just twelve feet from me,
as motionless as a statue, watching and
listening. For two whole minutes she remained in this attitude whilst I, hardly
daring to breathe, had an opportunity of
observing her. I felt thankful then for the

of twigs and leaves, to hide it from the
numerous flies . By this time the young
were sound asleep, and for a short period
the hen dozed herself beforn leaving just
as unostentatiously as she had arrived.

... AND THE
COCK BIRD TOO
About half-way through the meal
which I have just described, I had an
additional thrill, for the cock bird decided
to put in an appearance at the nest. He
brought no food, and
stayed only three
minutes, so that it
was evident his visit
was purely for purposes of inspection,
in order to ascertain
whether all was well
with his young, and
whether any further
supplies of food were
required. Apart from
a casual glance on his
arrival, the hen completely ignored the
presence of her mate,
and did not interrupt
her attentions to the
chicks.
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so close to their home. I was anxious to
return to my lodgings in order to develop
the negatives and ascertain whether there
was any justification for my fears, but my
patience was rewarded for as I was still
pondering the matter the hen bird came
back again. I think it must have occurred
to her that, as rain was imminent and
there was a dampness in the air, the two
chicks might suffer from exposure. With
amazing solicitude she lowered herself
over her young, and gave them the cover
and warmth of her own body. In this
attitude of protection she assumed a look
of intense fierceness, and yet I could
recall how, only a short time before, her
manner in feeding the chicks had been
one of the utmost gentleness. It would
have been strange if I had not reflected on
the pity of the po,ssible extinction of this
fine bird.

REWARD
At length I heard my helpers making
their way through the wood, and as soon
as the hen had been warned of their
presence by her mate and had left, I
collected my apparatus together, and
lowered it to the ground. I have no need
to say with what excitement I worked in
my improvised darkroom that evening, or

On Gua rd

elaborate care I had taken not to make her
apprehensive whilst I was building my
hide, for, at the end ot this time, having
evidently decided that there was no danger
in the immediate vicinity, she picked up a
rabbit which was in the nest, fixed it in
her left talon, and, steadying herself with
the right, she began to rip up her prey
with her beak. First she tore off large
pieces of fur which she swallowed herself, and then came to the meat on the
animal's hindquarters. This was pulled
into small pieces, which she began to feed
to the chicks. Her method was to hold
each morsel in front of the chick's beak
until it was ready to take it, and no
attempt was made at coercion. In this
manner the meal was completed, and she
then attended to her own wants, but in
her case, instead of tearing off small
pieces of meat, she swallowed large portions with the fur still attached. Attention
was next directed to the task of cleaning
the nest, and this was performed very
efficiently. All the small pieces of food
which had fallen during the meal were
picked up and eaten, and the meat adhering to the bills and faces of the young
was gently removed. The only remaining
task was to store what was left of the
rabbit, and this was done by placing it
along the edge of the nest, well away from
the chicks, and covering it with a screen

A ROYAL
TIME
Whilst all this was
going on, I was having-as can be imagined-a royal time.
The camera shutter
was working overtime
as film after film was
exposed. My gratification was intense,
for at no time did any
of my subjects indicate that they were at
all suspicious of my
close presence. When
at length the hen departed. I was left
to watch the chicks
and to speculate on
whether the results of my work
would justify my feeling of satisfaction. Had I got exact focus ? Was the
shutter working properly ? Had the
wind, which had rocked my hide from
time to time, affected any of the expos-:
ures ? These, and many other thoughts
passed through my mind as I lay waiting
for the schoolboys to return to effect my
release. I could not leave without their
help, for I felt that it would unduly alarm
the parent birds, who were bound to be in
the vicinity, to see me emerge suddenly

Mealtime

with what gratification I saw that the
scenes of the afternoon had been faithfully recorded on the negatives.
MR. HOSKING'S LECTURES
The author of the above article is a
very popular lecturer and secretaries
would do well to engage Mr. Hosking to
give one of his Natural History lectures.
Arrangements should be made with Mr.
Hosking direct and we will gladly forward
to him any application we receive.
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THE MINIATURE CAMERA
Ubiquity and Limitation

by Peggy Delius, A.R.P.S.

The year 1926 saw the marketing of the first miniature camera. The Leica
camera, the first modern miniature as we now know it, had been gradually
evolved since 1913 by a man of genius and foresight, Dr. Harnack. Continual
developments have led to the marketing of a large number of miniature
cameras both simple and complicated, capable of dealing with a great
variety.of photographic work and suited to nearly every purse. We need
only think of the Leica, Contax, Robot, Tenax, Dollina, Retina and also of
the miniature reflex type such as Rolleiflex, Rolleicord, Korelle, Pilot, etc.
At the moment there is still a difference of opinion amongst ardent photographers converted to the miniature and
those who either will not or cannot make
adequate use of a modern, serious and
scientifically constructed piece of apparatus. This type of camera of necessity, by
its very construction, makes demands on
those handling it quite unknown, and
maybe beyond the capacity of photographers used to handling simple and
straightforward older types of cameras.
In reality these problems are not nearly as
complicated as the heat of the discussion
would make us think. Once the technique
of the miniature camera has been
thoroughly mastered and as it were gone
into the very flesh and blood of its user,
work of manifold kinds has been much
simplified.

CHARACTERISTICS
Let us examine the characteristic
properties of the average miniature
camera :-Portability has been so often
praised as a great asset, that it hardly
seems necessary to go into this point very
fully. The writer remembers years ago
going on an "expedition" of photographing some tricky architectural subjects. Two camera cases, a rucsac and a
very heavy tripod were needed, not to
forget, of course, a selection of suitable
lenses to tackle this proposition. Frequently since those days the writer has, to
her own mind, done much better and more
adequate work with a straightforward miniature camera, and a set of lenses contained
in a small handy case. The stability of the
camera body by its all metal construction
is also not to be overlooked. The absence
of bellows avoids extraneous light from
competing with the image formed by
the lens. A very important point is the
easy interchange of lenses. All 35 m.m
cameras and a number of slightly larger
cameras still coming into the miniature
size, such as the Plaubel-Makina, are
fitted with a coupled range finding device,
which to the mind of the writer forms an
unparalleled advantage for . quick and
accurate working.
In miniature reflex cameras, the important two-lens system has been evolved,

enabling a direct view of the image during
exposure. In these types the gain in
portability is enormous, as I am sure
photographers used to heavy and unwieldy reflex types will agree.

LENSES
In the early days of the mlillature
camera it soon became obvious that the
older types of lenses were not suited to
this new purpose. The necessity of enlarging to a much greater degree required
lenses of infinitely better correction to
ensure the production of a clearer image,
suitable for big enlargements. Special
types of lenses have to some extent been
evolved for miniature cameras and it is no
doubt greatly due to superior optical
equipment that the miniature camera
owes its outstanding success.
Here again the smaller dimensions of
lenses in proportion to the camera size
have enabled the use of more varied types
of lenses, varied not only according to
focal length and angle, but also to aperture. A very notable feature of the optical
equipment of this camera type is no doubt
the greater depth of focus that can be
used at any given aperture on a wide
range of photographic subjects. Furthermore, the proportionately lighter weight
of large aperture lenses has materially
contributed to usefulness and portability
for the miniature camera. This last factor
has, of course, made the miniature camera
an ideal tool for high speed and artificial
light work. It only remains to add that
certain cameras are by means of special
devices adapted to high speed work.

OVERCOMING LIMITATIONS
Now to the limitations. The writer
openly confesses to the opinion that
limitations existing in the use of the
miniature camera may to some degree be
overcome in the future by further technical developments, as many of the early
limitations have been overcome in the
last twelve years. The worst enemy and
bugbear of the miniature camera user
has been, and maybe still is, the question
of grain. In the beginning, manufacturers

of 35 mm. film have quite possibly supplied film which was very useful for
cinematograph purposes only. Grain was,
of course, just as prevalent in films applied
to this purpose as it was in that used for a
still camera, but a quickly moving projected image did not allow the eye to rest
on the trivialities of grain, whilst the print
on paper dependent on enlarging
showed up this drawback so prominent in early films to a discouraging
degree. As we all know, miniature camera
emulsions were very soon specially
evolved to suit this special purpose, and
today the manufacture of suitable emulsions has reached an astonishing degree of
perfection. This is so much the case that
with the exception of high speed panchromatic film used under very trying
conditions no photographer should be
content with grain showing on an enlargement of ten diameters. I have used Selo
H.P.2 consistently since its introduction
and on no occasion, even under trying
conditions have I had the slightest trouble
with grain. There is certainly still a
limited restriction in the enlargement of
miniature negatives, but this limitation
becomes less important with suitable processing, and adequate use of the correct
focal lengths, which in practice means the
composition of the photograph when it is
taken, and does not allow to a very large
degree the nefarious habit of blindly snapshotting and then composing on the easel.
Some photographers, of course, miss
the swing back and the rising front. Whilst
this is a technical limitation and whilst the
absence of these technical facilities has
led to an indiscriminate and unjustified
distortion of perspective by declaring any
stunt shot at wild angles to be art, there
will be in practice only a very limited
restriction on most photographers' work
by the absence of these facilities. Therefore this skeleton can be safely relegated
to the cupboard.
The last and most difficult problem,
so often used against the miniature
camera, is a very small limitation if fairly
compared to those limitations any photographer using any kind of camera whatsoever in former days had to put up with.
This last point is concerned with processing. Many wiseacres contend that every
fault and blerqish of the negative is
enlarged with the image. That is undoubtedly true. Years ago people using
large plate negatives were forced to
handle their negative extremely carefully,
varnish them to prevent scratching and
keep them in tidy paper bags. It
is no more difficult to avoid such
blemishes from appearing on the miniature film than it was to avoid taking a
chunk of emulsion out of the negative
with one's nail or the edge of the water
tap. Clean work and careful processing
was, or should have been, always regarded
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as a prime necessity of a decent technical
standard.
In fact the increased discipline in technical handling of both camera and processing has led to what in the writer's
mind is the psychological reason for the
success of miniature work. Easy handling
and adequate adaptability have given the
photographer a much increased confidence in his work, and consequentlyamuch
greater freedom in the use of apparatus
has led to the freeing of, if the reader will
pardon this word, the creative instinct of
the photographer.

Compiling
That
Syllabus
For some years past, many Societies
have used our lantern lectures which we
know have been appreciated by the many
letters of congratulation and repeat
bookings on our files.
These lectures have been, in some
cases revised and brought thoroughly upto-date and in others, completely renewed. The following list shows the
comprehensiveness of the subjects dealt
withNight P4otography (new)
*Photography Serves Mankind (new).
Panchromatism (revised).
Colour Filters.
Faults in Negatives.
Infra-Red.
Better Picture-making (New-suitable
for beginners).

* This lecture is still in course of
preparation but we anticipate that it
will be ready by next January. Will
syllabus secretaries please remember
this when arranging fixtures?
All the above lectures are sent out
free on loan and consist of up to sixty
lantern slides with descriptive manuscript.
It is understood that the secretary or
another competent member of the society
to which it is sent, will deliver the lecture
and to facilitate this, we send the lecture
about three days before the actual fixture.
Ample time, therefore, is allowed for the
reader to familiarise himself with the
subject.
If you have a blank date in your
syllabus we feel sure that among the foregoing you will find something which will
provide an enjoyable evening.
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Standardising
By w. L. F. wastell
Photography
If experience really teaches I ought to
know a little about photography by now ;
but the subject is so vast, and is so continuously expanding and changing that
ordinary persons like myself cannot keep
pace with it. And as to experience, it
may provide a very good school, but the
fees are often ruinously high.
Looking back on my own photographic work, and having a pretty extensive knowledge of the methods of most
classes of photographers, I feel that (for
once at any rate) I can give some good
advice. I am convinced that my suggestions, now put forward after very careful
thought and consideration, will make for
a saving of time, effort and money, and
for more rapid progress and far greater
ultimate success.
I have long held the opinion that we
heavily handicap ourselves by being too
changeable, and by neglecting to standardise our work sufficiently. It would be
foolish to run always in the same narrow
grooves, but it is equally foolish to have
no grooves to run in. The right sort of
grooves make for smooth running and
speed.
Let me exemplify a common failing .
A photographer sees a fine negative, and
frantically enquires on what particular
film it was made, so that he can change
over to that make at once and get perfect
negatives forthwith. Or he sees a beautiful print, and concludes that he has only
to order some paper of the same make to
produce its equals. It may be long before
he realises that other things than the mere
materials used go to the making of perfect
negatives and prints. And among these
other things are the knowledge of the
most suitable materials to choose, and the
ability to use them to the fullest advantage.
Now let me make my suggestion
briefly and bluntly. I advise every photographer, whether he is a novice just
starting, or a worker of some experience,
to get a copy of the new Ilford Manual,
and read it through. Then let him study
thoroughly those sections which deal
with the work he is doing, or wants to do.
Finally, let him select the appropriate
materials for his work, and follow the
advice and methods given for their use.
Years ago I could not possibly have
given such advice. I should have said
such things as "Use Brown's lantern
plates; make your negatives on Jones's
films ; go to Robinson for bromide
papers." And as far as my experience

guided me I should probably have been
right.
Circumstances have changed. Ilford
Limited have become practically universal
providers for all branches of our photographic work. There is hardly a single
thing we can desire to do in photography
but what we can rely on this one firm for
all that is necessary in the way of materials and guidance.
Consider a typical example of how
this works. I want to do some special
work in which the rendering of colour
values in a monochrome print is of vital
importance. I get at once the best plate
for the purpose ;
I get appropriate
filters, with their effect and multiplying
factor definitely stated ; I get a paper that
will do full justice to the negative ; I get
the most suitable developers for negatives
and prints. I do not have to rush about
here and there, experiment with this and
that, and perhaps fail after all to get
everything properly co-ordinated and in
harmony. The whole thing from A to Z
is ready to hand-the result of long years
of research, experiment and experience.
I called this a typical case, and a little
consideration will show how wide the
application is. It becomes an easy matter
to standardise work, whatever it may be.
There need be no groping and fumbling
in the dark. At times I have to do another
photographic job, rather off the beaten
amateur track, and I simply get one or
two Ilford materials and do it straight
away, just as I have done it before. It
could be done, if course, with someone
else's materials, but these, however
worthy, would be strangers instead of
friends, and I should not feel so comfortable with them.
All this may sound as though I hold a
brief for Ilford Limited. So I do. Many
of those connected with the firm I am
proud to count among my friends ; but
that is not why I hold the brief. Not a
single one of them had the faintest idea
that I was going to broadcast this advice.
I am speaking to my brief voluntarily and
freely ; and my high opinion of the firm
and its products goes back to the days,
long ago, when they made P.O.P. and
plates-and little else.
But my real reason for writing this
note is that I desire to help my fellowphotographers, and I sincerely believe
that the advice I have given is sound and
valuable. I have tested it thoroughly by
long practical experience-and always
paid cash!
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brightness or dullness of
the subject or for the tone
of room walls-reflection
from light walls greatly
augments illumination.
More space than is
available here is needed to
deal with the subject of
exposure in detail and the
reader is referred to the
new free 38-page Ilford
booklet' 'Winter and Night Photography."
and to the new Ilford lantern lecture
"Night Photography."
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By j . E. Archbold, A.R.P.S.
Indoor picture-making at night is
going to be easier than ever this
Winter-the new type Selo Lighting
set will see to that.
It is, I think, the most valuable
contribution to indoor night photography since the general release of
Sello Hypersensitive Panchromatic
materials.
The folding reflector, which is
made of anodised aluminium, is a Selo
patent and, despite the fact that the
metal has a brilliant surface, valuable
diffusion is given by the eight facets of
the reflector ; this ensures that the
shadows of the subject will not be
blocked and empty.
The reflector is supported by a
stand of light wrought steel, carefully
balanced against the weig bt of the
-reflector, and enabling thl! outfit to
be erected and suspended in a great
variety of positions.
Complete with one Photoflood
lamp, three yards of flex and a universal connecting plug, the outfit costs
10 / -.
When a Selo Lighting Set is
ordered the voltage of the electric
supply should be stated.
This outlay may be beyond the
means of many young photographers,
who will find full instructions for a
home-made unit on page 29 of the new
Ilford booklet "Winter and Night Photography."

EXPOSURES
When calculating exposures remember that the distance of the light from the
subject is of vital importance. If you
double the distance of the lamp from the
subject the light falling upon the subject
has only one-fourth, not one-half, its
previous power. The power of the illumination is " inversely proportional to the
square of the distance." The distance of
the camera from the subject is of lesser
importance.
It is by no means easy to indicate the
exact exposure for any given subject
owing to the number of variable conditions ; the safe rule is-give full exposure
rather than risk under-exposure. The
new Selo Exposure Indicator reproduced
above will be found most useful.
But do not follow this slavishly, remember to make due allowance for the

SELO

Back lighting produced by placing a
lamp beyond the subject is often most
effective. The lamp should be behind the
subject and obscured by it, or alternatively
it may be to one side; it is important that
direct rays of light shall not reach the lens.
The features or figure can in this way be
outlined in light in the so-called "cinemastyle." Another type of lighting which is
sometimes very effective is obtained by
placing the lamp on or near the ground
in front of the subject so that it will shine
upwards : this produces a rather dramatic
picture in which deep shadows play a
major part..

EXPOSURE INDICATOR
for indoo r iub1ecB at mght illumtnated by one Selo Light ing Se!
I

iilll

I

PORTRAITS

iilll

Portraiture will doubtless prove to
be
of
the greatest interest. A fact well
s\,
Ill
known to all professional portrait
photographers is that both sides of the
is
face are not alike-there is a better
B
side : make sure that you use it for
profile or " three-quarter face" portraits. The usual camera position is
;b
i1I
~ just below eye level but there are other
c
viewpoints-explore their possibilities
t
5
~ and choose the viewpoint which subdues facial defects of the sitter. For
example, use a low viewpoint for a
-;2
8 sitter with a bulging forehead or
~ receding chin ; use a high viewpoint
for a man with a prominent jaw (unless
you want it to be prominent in your
picture). A sitter with a prominent
nose or chin will not photograph well
in profile-choose ? "three-quarter
face" position.
For the portraiture of ladies the aim
should be soft diffused lighting which
may be obtained by draping pieces of
muslin over the cowls of two Selo
OIST A N CE O F LAMP FROM SUBJECT IN FEf"
Lighting Sets. The lamps should be
To use the Selo Exposure Indicator find
your MAXIMUM shutter exposure in the
plac.!d in front of and to the side of the
upright scale and read along the horizonsitter. Highlights can then be provided by
tal line until it i s intersected by the lens
one unscreened Selo Lighting Set which
aperture line.
Now read downwards
is much nearer to the subject.
perpendicularly and the scale at the foot
will indicate the distance of the Selo
This kind of portraiture is not to be
Lighting Set from the subject. Alternaconfused with the more dramatic portraitively, the procedure may be reversed by
ture containing much heavy shadow and
taking the distance of the lamp as the
standard, reading the indicator vertically
which is so often seen in exhibitions. The
to the lens aperture line and then horiz ~
purpose of such a portrait is that it should
ontally to the required shutter exposure.
be impersonal while the pictures we make
Two Selo Lighting Sets may be a LITTLE
of our friends are required to be essentially
further from the subject than the indicated
personal.
distance, or alternatively, rather more
For portraiture of men, however, there
than half the exposure may be given if the
two lamps are used at the stated distance.
is more scope for dramatic lighting,
brilliant highlights and heavy shadows can
be skilfully combined to emphasise the
LIGHTING HINTS
Generally it is desirable to have the strength of the male face (or even if
lamps slightly behind the camera plane necessary to hide any weaknesses).
The reader who is specially interested
so that their direct glare shall not shine
into the lens. Sometimes it is necessary in portraiture would do well to study it
for the lamps to be in front of the camera, with the guidance of "Studio Portrait
but always the lens should be shielded Lighting" by the late Herbert Lambert,
from direct light. In fact it is most desir- or "Pictorial Lighting" by Wm. Mortensen.
able always to use a lens hood.
I

I

I

I
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